January 2022
Student of the Month

Kaylin Allen
Level 2 Academy of Health
*Genuine Improvement*

“Since level I, Kaylin's self-motivation and fierceness have truly paid off. She has blossomed into a person who takes responsibility to keep working toward her goals.

She puts in the hard work to make great things happen! It has been a joy to watch her grow!”
January 2022
Student of the Month

Christen Brisbane
Level 1 Dental
All Around Great

“Christen takes our class and school in general very serious and her excellent grades reflect that! Christen is always prepared, finished early and ready for the next topic.

Even with her competitive volleyball, Christen stays dialed in with her studies. She’s sweet, smart and friendly! What more could you ask for?”
January 2022
Student of the Month

Madison Wiggins
Level 2 Dental Assisting
Genuine Improvement

“Madison has really stepped up her game to get ready for our upcoming Radiation exam. Madison has been working hard on her study habits and practice tests to ensure that she does well. Madison does a great job asking questions while still cracking jokes in class! I couldn’t be more proud of her improvement.”
January 2022
Students of the Month

Carolina Pineda-Rubio & Katherine Mejia-Martinez
Level 3 Cosmetology
All Around Great

“Kathy and Carolina bring so much fun and light into our classroom. From their storytelling to their impromptu singing sessions, they are constantly making the class laugh. It is never a dull day with them and we are so happy and grateful to have them!”
January 2022
Student of the Month

Chris Reedy
Level 2 Auto Technology
Professionalism

“Always pleasant, happy and very interested/ participates regularly in the shop/lab area- great student- gets along well with all of his peers.”
January 2022
Student of the Month

Mariana
Flores-Tejada
Level 1 Academy of Health
All Around Great

“Since day one, Mariana has been a rockstar ... consistently! She meets all CAT-S skills: responsibility, work ethic, care for others, communication, self motivation to get her assignments done on-time and accurately. She’s professional ... Mariana gives 100% and then some. I’m very proud to be her teacher!”
Hailey Gilmore
Level 2 Gaming & Simulation

Professionalism

“Our class is learning the gaming software, Unity. There is a lot of coding which has a steep learning curve. Hailey has taken the lead in working on Unity projects ahead of the class so that bugs and sticky points can be worked out. Hailey has already been instructing fellow students on ways to improve their code in Unity. This semester we will be working a lot in Unity so Hailey is a true asset.”

January 2022
Student of the Month
“Hope has taken on responsibilities far and above beyond what most students would ever attempt. During those times she has maintained a level of professionalism that is beyond reproach. Hope has handled the pressure with style and grace and was able to manage a team and the rigors of being a leader with the highest echelons of professionalism at a level above and beyond her education. Hope is well onto her way of becoming a true professional!!”
January 2022
Student of the Month

Emelin
Zarate-Bausita
Level 1 Cosmetology
All Around Great

“Emelin is so sweet and kind. Every morning she walks into class and greets us with a smile. She is friendly and supportive and an all around great person!”